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GLOBAL LISTED REAL ESTATE REPORT
Our fund benchmark, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Net Rental Index, recorded a net total USD return of 2.59% in August. The best
performing listed real estate market was Japan, which recorded a total USD return of 5.69% for the month. Hong Kong recorded the lowest
total USD return of -7.13%.
In our last monthly report, we discussed the importance of barriers to supply, which limit new construction and therefore, enable an asset
to grow its earnings stream at a higher sustainable long-term growth rate. These were classified as physical, regulatory and technological
barriers. A distinction from physical and regulatory barriers was made in that technological barriers to entry share a strong crossover and
association with platforms that enable economies of scale and mitigate competition from new entrants by enhancing a company’s operating
prowess, without necessarily restricting new supply. Unlike physical and regulatory barriers that prevent construction, a competitor may still
be able to bring on supply, however it may potentially not pose a direct threat or compete with a firm that enjoys a platform advantage.
Additionally, the value of an asset can be greater in the hands of those who possess a platform, than those who do not.
Communications Infrastructure Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) exhibit some of the strongest platforms within the real estate asset
class. The focus of the ensuing discussion will be on platforms within the context of Tower REITs and Data Centre REITs and will commence
with brief primers, respectively.

TOWERS
Communications Infrastructure has been a significant beneficiary of technological advancement, specifically since the proliferation of smart
devices and applications, driving exponential data growth. American Tower (AMT), the world’s largest REIT and owner of towers globally,
has grown from a market cap shy of $700m at the end of December 2002 to a current market cap in excess of $95bn.
The below figure illustrates the tenant-landlord relationship when leasing a tower asset:

As can be seen above, AMT would own the physical tower structure, and lease out space to a tenant such as Verizon, internationally,
or Vodacom/Cell C, locally. These tenants are known as carriers and own the spectrum (or rights to the spectrum) via which data may
be transmitted. They locate their antennae and telecommunication equipment on the vertical structure or below it, which supports the
reception and transmission of data.
As an example, suppose you are browsing Facebook and come across a picture that you would like to send via your cell phone to a friend.
As you press ‘send,’ the wireless signal is propagated from your cell phone to an antenna located on a tower and then ordinarily transmitted
via fibre to a server within a data centre where that information is stored. In instances where the digital content is not located in that data
centre, a request is made via interconnection to obtain that digital content from another facility.
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Then the content is routed from the data centre via fibre to another tower site closest to the device that will receive the content. Finally, it
is transmitted from that tower antenna to the receiving device, where your friend can then view the image on his/her cell phone.
As Vodacom and Cell C invest progressively more capital to expand and upgrade their equipment in order to improve the quality of their
networks and ultimately add more individual subscribers, a ‘network effect’ is created. This network is integral to them and is prohibitively
difficult to replicate or relocate (as it may disrupt the network), and therefore creates stickiness amongst the tenant base of the landlord.
AMT has in this way created a platform advantage that is highly specialised, which understandably will make it very difficult for new entrants
to amass the necessary expertise, scale and footprint to compete.

DATA CENTRES
Since the advent of the internet the vast quantum of data being created and transferred daily has risen exponentially. In fact, in the last two
years more data has been created than in the preceding history of mankind. Below is a figure illustrating the exponential growth in global
internet traffic from 1992 to 2017 and forecasted by Cisco, a communications and information technology company, until 2022.

Whilst it was eluded to earlier, this data is stored in servers within data centres, the aggregate of which comprises the internet (informally
referred to as the ‘cloud’). A data centre is a specialised building, with a relatively nondescript external appearance. However, the internal
workings house mission critical infrastructure such as servers, fibre connections, power and cooling equipment that facilitate data storage,
transfer and use. For tenants to have unfettered access to their data, in the case of a loss of direct utility power, the first line of defence is
to switch to an uninterruptable power supply (battery backup). This supports the power load for about 10 seconds before transitioning to
backup generators. Therefore, data centres are highly secure and reliable facilities.
At this juncture it is important to highlight the fact that not all data centres are created equal. A distinction must be made between what
are referred to as hyperscale/wholesale data centres, and what are referred to as retail-centric data centres.

From a fundamental perspective, our preference within the data centre category lies in the retail-centric assets rather than in wholesale
assets. The reason for this is that wholesale data centres are commodity-like in nature, where the main considerations for tenants are data
storage capacity and cheap, bulk electricity.
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For these reasons, they can be located far from populations, in areas with an abundance of land and low physical barriers to supply.
Moreover, they are devoid of any type of significant tenant environment where tenants co-locate so that they may share data with one
another. Hence in a wholesale data centre a tenant can vacate a facility with little consequence to their operations or the existing tenant
ecosystem.
In contrast, retail centric data centres host a variety of tenants, including software providers, internet service providers, carriers, corporate
enterprises and so forth. These tenants often share data amongst one another through private fibre connections known as cross-connections
or interconnections. This creates a magnetic environment, which once again fosters a ‘network effect’ where a tenant may not be able to
leave and locate its servers’ in another data centre, because the other tenants with whom it requires data to be shared may not exist there.
Furthermore, through software created either by the data centre operator/owner or its tenants and/or through physical sub-sea fibre optic
cable, the landlord can create a global platform whereby a tenant residing in a data centre in the United States, may interact and share
data with another tenant in Asia per se.
Enter Equinix, a $43bn market cap, retail and interconnection focused data centre REIT, possessing the largest global platform in the
sector. The company extracts value from their underlying tenant ecosystems, interconnection and data flow. Their assets are typically
located close to, or in, city centres. The focus for their users is aligned with performance and latency reduction. For example, due to the
time sensitive nature of high frequency trading, a trader would need to be connected to a retail data centre with fast transfer speeds.
Evolving technologies, such as the Internet of Things (a conglomeration of interconnected devices), 5th generation (5G) wireless technology,
autonomous driving and real-time analytics, are expected to disproportionately benefit retail-centric data centres.

As at 31 July 2019, Equinix had a presence of 203 data centres across 5 continents and 24 countries. Of the customer base, approximately
86% are multi-metro customers, while 73% are multi-region customers and 61% occupy servers in Equinix data centres in all 3 regions,
namely Europe, Asia and the United States. A staggering estimated 70%-80% of global internet traffic is transferred through servers within
Equinix data centres daily. This is an outstanding example of a technological barrier to competition and a platform of such magnitude that
is near impossible to replicate.
By obtaining first-mover advantages, particularly in niche sectors, companies may create platform advantages that inhibit the ability of
others to enter the market and compete effectively. Over the long-term a company that has successfully grown and leveraged its platform,
should be able to extract greater value from its operations and through the integration of assets acquired, which would ultimately ensure
higher long-run sustainable earnings growth.
Overall, real estate fundamentals remain healthy, mainly due to manageable supply levels relative to demand. The estimated forward
FAD (Funds Available for Distribution) yield for the sector is 4.60%, and medium-term growth prospects are decent. Listed real estate has
performed well this year and, on the whole, appears to be fairly priced given our USD real return requirement of approximately 5.00% and
current global bond yields. Within the real estate universe, more attractively priced opportunities exist in specific real estate sectors and
stocks.

LANCE BEZUIDENHOUT
INVESTMENT ANALYST
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Country

Market Cap USD 10 Year Govt Bond Yield
Million

US
Canada

Current Dividend
Historical Yield

Debt %
Local Currency

923 617

1.50%

3.58%

29.83%

53 243

1.16%

3.81%

41.47%

976 861

1.48%

3.59%

30.44%

69 058

0.48%

3.86%

28.40%

Continental Europe

251 757

-0.51%

4.05%

31.67%

Total Europe

320 815

-0.25%

4.00%

35.90%

Japan

159 665

-0.27%

2.66%

35.45%

Australia

45 273

0.92%

4.94%

30.84%

Hong Kong

68 542

1.42%

3.86%

14.62%

Singapore

42 395

1.74%

4.51%

35.33%

Total Asia

315 874

0.46%

3.48%

31.10%

Total

1 613 550

1.00%

3.64%

31.50%

Region

AUGUST 2019
Return %
(USD)

AUGUST 2019
Return %
(Rand)

YTD
Return %
(USD)

YTD
Return %
(Rand)

Total North America
UK

Global Investors Index (NTR)

2.59%

9.94%

18.27%

24.86%

North America

3.01%

10.40%

22.20%

29.02%

Europe

2.07%

9.39%

9.56%

15.67%

Asia ex Australia

2.39%

9.73%

19.49%

26.15%

Australia

-0.44%

6.70%

8.79%

14.86%

SA Listed Property Index

-10.0%

-3.57%

-4.31%

1.03%

INFORMATION SOURCE AND METHODOLOGY						
						
Data:		Bloomberg unless stated otherwise					
Calculations:

Catalyst Fund Managers					

Clean Price:

Adjusts the closing price for distribution accrued since last distribution date

Rolled yield:

Time weighted current 12 month historic distribution divided by the clean price

Debt %:		

These are loan to value numbers.					

Date:		

All data taken on 2 September 2019					

Universe:		

Companies included are only those companies that form part of the Catalyst core universe		
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Catalyst Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd
4th Floor Protea Place, Protea Road,
Claremont, 7708 Cape Town, South Africa
PO Box 44845, Claremont 7735 Cape Town, South Africa

Tel: +27 21 657 5500
Fax: +27 21 683 7579
www.catalyst.co.za

An Authorised Financial Services Provider
Catalyst Fund Managers SA (Pty) Ltd (FSP: 36009)
Catalyst Fund Managers Global (FSP: 45418)

The information contained in this document is confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended recipient
and may not be used, published or redistributed without the prior written consent of Catalyst Fund Managers. The opinions
expressed are in good faith and while every care has been taken in preparing this document, Catalyst Fund Managers makes no
representations and gives no warranties of whatever nature in respect of this document, including but not limited to the accuracy
or completeness of any information, facts and/or opinions contained therein. Catalyst, its subsidiaries, the directors, employees
and agents cannot be held liable for the use of and reliance of the opinions, estimates, forecasts and findings in this document.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, prices of investments and the income from them may fall as well as
rise. Investments in equities are subject to market risk and, potentially, to exchange rate risk.
This document is for information only and does not constitute advice or solicitation for funds.

